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Photonic Crystals (PhC)
Semi-conductor
 Electrons
 Periodic crystal potential
 Band structure
 Electronic bandgap 
(EBG)
 Genuine bound states 
exist
Photonic Crystal
 Photons
 Periodic refractive index
 Band structure
 Photonic bandgap 
(PBG)
 Light can be localized at 
defects
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2D PhC Devices
 Set of parallel homogeneous dielectric cylinders residing on 
a periodic lattice in a homogeneous background medium
 Periodicity → Photonic Band Gaps in which fields cannot 
propagate in given directions
 By removing/adding cylinders from/to otherwise perfect 
PhC, PhC devices capable of supporting localized modes 
result
 Creation of low-loss waveguides with sharp bends, 
multiplexers, filters, superprisms,…
PhC Bandgap
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Multiplexer
50 up to 3000 cylinders
1000 up to 40000 cylinders
f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7
PhC Bandgap
⇒need for fast, efficient, and accurate modeling tools!
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 Ideal 2D PhCs extend infinitelly in third direction, which 
cannot be realized in practice
 PhC Slabs: combination of a 2D PhC and a slab waveguide
 Some layered media: 2D approximation is sufficient
 Other layered media: full 3D solution required!
PhC Slab Devices
PhC waveguide
2D photonic crystal
Total internal 
reflection
Electromagnetic Bandgap
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Modeling Tools
 FDTD:
☺Wideband characterization via single simulation
/ Small spatial cells and time steps required
/ Phase dispersion
 Eigenmode expansion:
☺ Attractive for regular structures
/ Unwieldy when many different sections and/or 
curved structures
 Multiple Scattering Technique (MST):
☺ Exploits cylinders’ circular nature (Bessel/Hankel 
functions): high accuracy with only a few 
unknowns per cylinder
/ Solution of dense linear system of equations
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2. Part I: 2D Photonic Crystal Devices
 Free-Space Green Function MST
 PhC Green Function MST
 Examples
3. Part II: Photonic Crystal Slab Devices
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Free Space vs PhC GF MST
Free Space GF MST
 Equivalent currents on 
surfaces of all physical 
cylinders 
 Expands currents in 
angular Fourier series
 Free Space Green 
function
 Dense linear system
 Line source excitation
 S-parameters via PML-
based absorbing 
boundary conditions
PhC GF MST
 Equivalent currents on 
surfaces of fictitious 
removed cylinders
 Expands currents in 
angular Fourier series
 Photonic Crystal Green 
function
 Sparse linear system
 Modal excitation 
 S-parameters via exact 
modal absorbing 
boundary conditions 
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Field Equivalence Theorem
Impressed sources
(Et, Ht)
(Et, Ht)
(ε2, µ2)
(ε1, µ1)
S
n
How to find (Et, Ht)?
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Field Equivalence Theorem
Impressed sources
(Et, Ht)
(Et, Ht)
(ε2, µ2)
(ε1, µ1)
S
n
J2 = -n x Ht
K2= -Et x n
J1 = n x Ht
K1= Et x n
Step 1: Introduce two sets of equivalent currents on S
J1+J2=0
K1+K2=0
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Field Equivalence Theorem
Observation: Original problem falls apart into an exterior 
and an interior problem
Impressed sources
(Et, Ht)
S
n
J1 = n x Ht
K1= Et x n
zero fields!!
(Et, Ht)
S
n
J2 = -n x Ht
K2= -Et x n
zero fields!!
Exterior problem Interior problem
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Field Equivalence Theorem
Step 2: Simplify exterior and interior problem
Impressed sources
(Et, Ht)
S
n
J1 = n x Ht
K1= Et x n
zero fields!!
(Et, Ht)
S
n
J2 = -n x Ht
K2= -Et x n
zero fields!!
Exterior problem Interior problem
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Field Equivalence Theorem
Step 3: Expand unknown currents
Step 4: Solve exterior and interior problem
Impressed sources
(Et, Ht)
S
n
J1 = n x Ht
K1= Et x n
zero fields!!
(Et, Ht)
S
n
J2 = -n x Ht
K2= -Et x n
zero fields!!
Exterior problem Interior problem
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Field Equivalence Theorem
Impressed sources
(Et, Ht)
S
n
J1 = n x Ht
K1= Et x n
zero fields!!
(Et, Ht)
S
n
J2 = -n x Ht
K2= -Et x n
zero fields!!
Exterior problem Interior problem
Einc+E1(J1,K1)=0 on S- E2(J2,K2)=0 on S+
Fields in medium (ε1, µ1) Fields in medium (ε2, µ2)
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Free Space GF MST
 Nc cylinders placed in a homogeneous 
background medium
 TM-polarization: electric field is parallel to 
the cylinders
line source
12
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Free Space GF MST
 Step 1: Introduce two sets of equivalent 
currents on the surfaces of all Nc cylinders
 Step 2: Simplify exterior and interior 
problem
z Exterior problem: homogeneous medium (ε1, µ1)
z Interior problem: homogeneous medium (ε2, µ2)
 Step 3: Expand unknown currents in 
angular Fourier series
 Step 4: Solve exterior and interior problem
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Interior Problem
 Equations are decoupled for all cylinders
 Allows to eliminate all magnetic currents in favor 
of their electric counterparts
 All fields are calculated in the homogeneous 
medium (ε2, µ2)
j j +
2 2 2 jE (J ,K ) 0 on S=
13
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Interior Problem
 Equations are decoupled for all cylinders
 Allows to eliminate all magnetic currents in favor 
of their electric counterparts
 All fields are calculated in the homogeneous 
medium (ε2, µ2)
j +
2 2 jE (J ) 0 on S=
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Exterior Problem
 Equations on all cylinders are coupled
 All fields are calculated in the homogeneous 
medium (ε1, µ1) 
N
inc j -
1 1 j
j 1
E E (J ) 0 on S
c
=
+ =∑
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Incident Field
 Incident field Einc decays very slowly
 All cylinders feel incident field
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Scattered Field
 Scattered field E1(J1) also decays very 
slowly
 All cylinders feel scattered field of all other 
cylinders
15
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Dense Linear System
 = incident field measured on cylinder i
 = field radiated by current on cilinder j
measured on cilinder i
 Both fields decay very slowly!
→ All numbers are important!
→ Dense linear system of equations!
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Computational Complexity
 Dense linear system of equations!
 Number of unknowns ~ Nc
 Direct solver: O(Nc3)
 Iterative solver: O(PNc2) 
 Fast multiplication schemes (FFT, FMM,...): 
O(PNclogNc) or even O(PNc) 
 Number of iterations P can be very high →
preconditioning is a must!
 Different convergence behavior for defect-
less PhC and PhC waveguide!
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Defect-less PhC
number of iterations
residual 
error
number of iterations
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PhC Waveguide
residual 
error
plateau remains!
number of iterations
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PhC Waveguide
residual 
error
plateau remains!
number of iterations
Conclusion: a defect-less PhC can be solved very 
rapidly, but a PhC waveguide not!
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PhC GF MST
 Start from infinite, defect-less PhC
18
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PhC GF MST
 Start from infinite, defect-less PhC
 Obtain PhC device by removing Nr
cylinders
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PhC GF MST
 Step 1: Introduce two sets of equivalent 
currents only on the surfaces of the Nr
cylinders
 Step 2: Simplify exterior and interior 
problem
z Exterior problem: infinite, defect-less EC!
z Interior problem: homogeneous medium (ε1, µ1)
 Step 3: Expand unknown currents in 
angular Fourier series
 Step 4: Solve exterior and interior problem
19
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Interior Problem
 Equations are decoupled for all cylinders
 Allows to eliminate all magnetic currents in favor 
of their electric counterparts
 All fields are calculated in the homogeneous 
medium (ε1, µ1)
j j +
2 2 2 jE (J ,K ) 0 on S=
only on removed 
cylinders!
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Interior Problem
 Equations are decoupled for all cylinders
 Allows to eliminate all magnetic currents in favor 
of their electric counterparts
 All fields are calculated in the homogeneous 
medium (ε1, µ1)
j +
2 2 jE (J ) 0 on S=
only on removed 
cylinders!
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Exterior Problem
 Equations on all cylinders are coupled
 All fields are calculated in the infinite, defect-less 
PhC
N
inc j -
1 1 j
j 1
E E (J ) 0 on S
c
=
+ =∑
only on removed 
cylinders!
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Incident Field
 Incident field Einc = field caused by source in the 
infinite, defect-less PhC
 For frequencies in the EBG, the incident field 
decays exponentially with distance!
 Only the removed cylinders in the direct neighbor-
hood of the source feel the incident field!
21
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Incident Field
 Incident field Einc = field caused by source in the 
infinite, defect-less PhC
 For frequencies in the EBG, the incident field 
decays exponentially with distance!
 Only the removed cylinders in the direct neighbor-
hood of the source feel the incident field!
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Scattered Field
 Scattered field E1(J1) also decays 
exponentially with distance
 Every removed cylinder only interacts with 
removed cylinders in its direct neighbor-
hood!
22
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Scattered Field
 Scattered field E1(J1) also decays 
exponentially with distance
 Every removed cylinder only interacts with 
removed cylinders in its direct neighbor-
hood!
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Sparse Linear System
=
23
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Sparse Linear System
=
Multi-frontal solver!!!
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PhC Green Function
 : field radiated by unit current on 
cylinder j and measured on cylinder i
 This quantity only depends on the relative 
position of cylinders i and j
 This “PhC Green function” is not known 
analytically 
 However, it can be calculated very rapidly 
with the free-space GF MST, by using an 
iterative, preconditioned, and FFT-
accelerated scheme!
24
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PhC Green Function
 Recall:
number of iterations
residual 
error
number of iterations
residual 
error
plateau remains!
number of iterations
A defect-less PhC can be solved very 
rapidly, but a PhC waveguide not!
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PhC Green Function
 Example:
z r=0.18*a
z ε1= ε0, ε2=11.56 ε0
z µ1= µ0, µ2= µ0
z TM-bandgap from ω=0.604π/a to ω=0.886π/a
a
25
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Modal Excitation/ABCs
 The PhC GF MST allows an easy 
identification of the propagating modes of 
an PhC waveguide
 Knowledge of these modes can be used to 
implement exact modal excitations and 
absorbing boundary conditions
 Ideally suited to extract the S parameters 
of PhC devices!
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Modal Excitation/ABCs
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Modal Excitation/ABCs
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Modal Excitation/ABCs
Floquet-Bloch Theorem
27
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Modal Excitation/ABCs
2Nb+1
2Nb+1: size of finite PhC, used for calculation PhC GF
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Modal Excitation/ABCs
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Modal Excitation/ABCs
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Modal Excitation/ABCs
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Modal Excitation
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Extensions 
 Many PhC devices do not fit this mold because 
they contain cylinders with center positions, radii, 
and/or material parameters that do not conform to 
those of the PhC background
 Extend the PhC MST GF as follows:
z Equivalent currents around all irregular cylinders
z Re-define interior problem: currents around irregular cylinder 
placed in medium (ε1, µ1)
 Different PhC Green function for every type of 
irregular cylinders
 However, not necessary to solve a new system of 
equations for every type of PhC Green function
 They can all be obtained via a 2D FFT of the PhC
Green function for a removed cylinder
30
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Examples: EC Coupler
l=1200a
Total number of unknowns = 7465 << 47262 needed in the free-space GF MST
S. Boscolo, M. Midrio, and C.G. Someda, “Coupling and decoupling of electromagnetic 
waves in 2D photonic crystal waveguides,” IEEE J. Quantum Electron, Jan. 2002
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Examples: EC Coupler
Green function: 1.2 secs
Interaction matrix: 1.2 secs
Solution: 2.6 secs
Total time: 5 secs!!
31
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Example: Mux-Demux
Total number of unknowns = 1066 < 4638 needed in free-space GF MST
M. Koshiba, “Wavelength division multiplexing and demultiplexing with photonic 
crystal waveguide couplers,” J. Lightw. Technol., Dec. 2001
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Example Mux-Demux
Green function: 1.2 secs
Interaction matrix: 0.2 secs
Solution: 0.7 secs
Total time: 2.1 secs!
Conventional MST:
345 iterations for a tolerance
of 10-4
Total time: 120 secs
32
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3th Order Coupled Resonator
 Not only removed cylinders, also 
cylinders with other radii
 Four different radii
 Use extended PhC GF MST!
D. Park, S. Kim, I. Park, and H. Lin, “Higher order optical resonant filters based on
coupled defect resonators in photonic crystals,” J. Lightw. Technol., May 2005
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3th Order Coupled Resonator
 Unknown currents on all irregular cylinders
 Four different types of PhC Green functions:
z Removed cylinders
z 3 irregular radii
 All irregular PhC Green functions can be found via a FFT of 
the PhC Green function for a removed cylinder
33
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3th Order Coupled Resonator
Green function for removed cylinders: 1.2 secs
Update Green function for other radii: 0.6 secs
Interaction matrix: 0.02 secs
Solution: 0.04 secs
Total time: 1.86 secs!
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End of Part I
Questions?
34
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Outline
1. Introduction
2. Part I: 2D Photonic Crystal Devices
3. Part II: Photonic Crystal Slab Devices
 Equivalent PML-based Closed Layered Medium
 Scattering by one single hole
 Scattering by a PhC Slab Device
 Fast Multiplication Schemes
 Examples
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Equivalent Closed Medium 
 PhC Slab = combination of a 2D PhC and a 
slab waveguide
 This is an open structure
PhC waveguide
2D photonic crystal
Total internal 
reflection
Electromagnetic Bandgap
35
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Equivalent Closed Medium
PML
PML
PEC
PEC
Original open PhC Slab Equivalent PML-closed
PhC Slab
No closed-form 
expressions for fields
Modal expansion
for fields
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Equivalent Closed Medium
Original open PhC Slab Equivalent PML-closed
PhC Slab
propagating modes propagating modes
radiation modes
evanescent modes
Bérenger 
modes
36
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Slab
Hole
Scattering by One Hole
Slab SlabHole
 Incident field = field radiated by impressed 
sources in the absence of the hole
 In the presence of the hole, the total field is 
observed
 Difference between the total field and the incident 
field defines the scattered field
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Slab
Slab SlabHole
Hole
Scattering by One Hole
 Expand fields:
z Angular Fourier series in xy-plane parallel to 
layers
z Modal expansion in z-direction
37
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Scattering by One Hole
Slab
Slab SlabHole
Hole
In hole:
In slab:
2r
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Scattering by One Hole
Slab SlabHole
Slab
Hole 2r
Field continuity at the surface of the hole:
38
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Scattering by One Hole
Slab SlabHole
Slab
Hole 2r
Radial mode-matching yields:
B=SC
S = scattering matrix of the hole
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Scattering by One Hole
Slab SlabHole
Slab
Hole
Physical meaning of the scattering matrix:
B=SC
If the amplitudes of the modes incident on the hole 
are given, then S gives us the amplitudes of the 
modes that depart from the hole 
39
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Scattering by a PhC Slab
 Incident field = field radiated by impressed sources in the 
absence of all holes
 In the presence of all holes, the total field is observed
 Difference between the total field and the incident field 
defines the scattered field
 Scattered field = superposition of fields scattered by the 
different holes
Slab
Hole 1
Hole 2
Hole 3
Source
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Scattering by a PhC Slab
Slab
Hole 1
Hole 2
Hole 3
Source
C
B1 B3
B2
40
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Scattering by a PhC Slab
 Apply scattering matrix S to every cylinder
 Total incident field on one cylinder = field radiated 
by source + scattered fields of all other holes!
 Using the addition theorem, the field scattered by 
cylinder j can be transformed into a field incident 
on cylinder i
Slab
Hole 1
Hole 2
Hole 3
Source
C
B1 B3
B2
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Scattering by a PhC Slab
Slab
Hole 1
Hole 2
Hole 3
Source
C
B1 B3
B2
B=S(ZB+C)
Z: transforms field scattered by one cylinder into 
field incident on other cylinder
S: transforms field incident on a cylinder into 
scattered field
41
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Scattering by a PhC Slab
B=S(ZB+C)
⇒Solve system of equations iteratively
⇒Matrix-vector multiplications can be done rather efficiently in two steps
Hole 1
Hole 2
Hole 3
Modes
Different modes do not interact
One smaller matrix-vector
multiplication for every mode
= +
Different holes do not interact
One smaller matrix-vector
multiplication for every hole
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Fast Multiplication Schemes
 Step 1: transform all radiated into modes incident 
on all other cylinders
 Step 2: transform for every hole the incident 
modes into radiated modes
 Computational complexity
z N holes, M modes
z Step 1 ~ MN2
z Step 2 ~ NM2
 Can be improved!
= =
42
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Fast Multiplication Schemes
 Step 1: transform all radiated modes into modes 
incident on all other cylinders
 For every mode, step 1 is similar to one matrix-
vector multiplication out of the 2D free-space MST
 For every mode, use fast 2D multiplication 
scheme:
z FFT-based 
z MLFMA-based
 Computational complexity: MN2 → MNlogN
=
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MLFMA-based Scheme
Level 4 Level 3
Level 2 Level 1
Far on level 1
Near
Far on level 2
∆min
 Enclose PhC device into
smallest possible box
 Subdivide boxes: levels
 ∆minªλfs/2
 Near interactions:
classical approach
 Far interactions: FMM on 
the highest possible level
 “box-to-box interactions” 
in three stages:
• aggregation
• translation
• disaggregation
43
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MLFMA-based Scheme
LF-MLFMA
 LF-regime: device much 
smaller than wavelength
 Decomposition in 
multipoles
 LF: number of multi-poles 
on all levels the same →
O(N)
 HF: number of multipoles
increases → O(N2)
HF-MLFMA
 HF-regime: device much 
larger than wavelength
 Decomposition in plane 
waves
 HF: diagonal translation 
operator → O(NlogN)
 LF: plane wave 
decomposition breaks 
down
Multipoles Plane waves
FFT
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 Effective wavelength of a mode can be large, 
small or comparable to the size of the PhC device
 Mix-up between LF- and HF-MLFMA!
MLFMA-based Scheme
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MLFMA Based Scheme
 For every mode, determine lowest level on which 
plane waves can be used
 Lower levels: multipoles
 Higher levels: plane waves
multipoles
multipoles
plane waves
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MLFMA Based Scheme
 High modes don’t reach far before they fall beneath the 
noise floor
 Yields rigorous manner to determine number of modes that 
have to be taken into account
 For every mode there will be a highest level on which 
interactions will have to calculated
Higher modes decay
more rapidly with 
distance
Mode trimming
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Fast Multiplication Scheme
 Step 2: transform for every hole the incident 
modes into radiated modes 
 Do we really need so many degrees of freedom on 
every hole?
 Are the PML-modes the most convenient way to 
describe the scattering by the holes?
 Have a look at the SVD-decomposition of S!
=
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Fast Multiplication Scheme
 According to the mode-trimming: 46 modes are needed
 SVD shows that for a tolerance level of 10-6 only 11 degrees 
of freedom are needed
11 dof
Tolerance level
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Fast Multiplication Scheme
 Computational complexity: NM2 → NmM with m<<M
 Can be used to reduce the number of unknowns:
Σ= B C
B=SC B=UΣVHC
=
=


H
H
B U B
C V C
= =
=
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Fast Multiplication Scheme
 Step 1: transform “SVD-unknowns” in radial modes
 Step 2: transform all radiated modes into modes incident on 
all other cylinders
 Step 3: transform all radial modes back to SVD-unknowns
 Step 4: transform for every hole the incident SVD-unknowns 
into radiated SVD-unknowns
= +
1234
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Examples
 Triangular lattice (lattice constant a) of holes with radius 
r=0.3a etched through a high-permittivity material (εslab = 
12.25) of thickness dslab=0.6a
 Symmetry allows to reduce the computational domain by a 
factor of two
 Bandgap between f=0.252c/a and f=0.328c/a 
S. Shi, C. Chen, and D.W. Prather, “Plane-wave expansion method for calculating band 
Structures of photonic crystal slabs with perfectly matched layers” J. Opt. Soc. Am. A, 
Sept. 1999
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Examples
 K=4 ⇒ 9 azimuthal harmonics
 MTM=MTE=46 ⇒ 92 radial modes
 In total: 9 x 92 = 828 unknowns
 After SVD: 109 unknowns
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Examples
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Examples
 200 holes
 K=4, MTM=MTE=46
 Before SVD: 165600 unknowns
 After SVD: 21800 unknowns
 Time for one matrix-vector multiplication: 0.92 secs
 181 iterations are required to solve linear system of equations with
TFQMR to a tolerance of 10-5
 Total time: 6 mins 48 secs
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Examples
 646 holes
 K=4, MTM=MTE=46
 Before SVD: 534888 unknowns
 After SVD: 70414 unknowns
 Time for one matrix-vector multiplication: 5.35 secs
 375 iterations are required to solve linear system of equations with
TFQMR to a tolerance of 10-5
 Total time: 69 mins 9 secs
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End of Talk
Questions?
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14h00  Tom Dhaene, University of Antwerp, Belgium 
 Electromagnetic-Based Scalable Metamodeling 
 
15h30  Coffee Break 
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